
 

ARE YOU READY FOR SUMMER 2020?! 
June 3, 2020 

 

They said it wouldn’t happen. They said we couldn’t pull it off. They said we should write off the 
season. They looked down on us for standing our ground against the insurmountable odds. 
They said we were crazy. 
 

Well, maybe we are crazy…CRAZY dedicated to the countless families and campers who 
desperately need camp now more than ever before. CRAZY because we are providing an 
opportunity for families to get some respite and return to work, and for giving a fighting chance 
for our campers to get outdoors, make friends and create memories that will last a lifetime. 
 

After many very long months of frustration, contingency planning, zoom meetings, policy 
development, and more than a few days of feeling defeated, we have just officially received the 
"thumbs up" from the State of Ohio to reopen resident camp! 
 

That's right, although our 2020 season will look and feel slightly different, CAMP....... IS......... 
ON! T-Minus 23 days. 
 

Although we are able to open, we are only able to do so under many different restrictions and 
regulations. As a result, our season will be shortened with a reduction in camper capacity each 
week. This means that SPACE IS EXTREMELY LIMITED and already NEAR CAPACITY. 
 

If you were planning on making CHMK a part of your summer plans, we encourage you to enroll 
ASAP so you do not lose a spot this season! 
 

We want to thank each and every one of you for believing in the power of camp, helping to 
navigate the upside-down world in which we find ourselves, and for commitment and support 
of our leadership team as we made tough, and sometimes unpopular (but necessary) decisions 
to get us to where we are today. The summer 2020 season will easily be our safest summer in 
the history of CHMK and we cannot wait for the 28th to arrive. 

 


